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THE DIFFERENCE 
DIRECT PAYMENTS 
CAN MAKE

Part I



What difference do DPs make?

Source: The Guardian, Tues 23rd July 2019, “’I decide 

who, what, where’: why social care thrives when 

users help design services.”



Personal budgets vs. Direct 

payments

Source: National Audit Office (2016) Personalised Commissioning in Adult Social Care. London 

National Audit Office, p. 23.



Source: National Audit Office (2016) Personalised Commissioning in Adult Social Care. London 

National Audit Office, p.23.



Effectiveness of care: quantitative 

measures

Context
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Experience
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Outcomes versus added value



How do you evaluate direct 

payments? 

Source: Davey, V. (2018) Social Care for Older People: The Role and Function of Direct Payments. (Doctoral dissertation). 
London School of Economics & Political Science, London.



Source:  Davey, V. (2018) Social Care for Older People: The Role and 
Function of Direct Payments. (Doctoral dissertation). London School 
of Economics & Political Science, London.



The “oldest-old”: why bother with 

DPs? A story of the “intangible”

 Sub-group of “plus 80´s” – average age 83

 Couples: wives relying on their husbands

 Unpredictable, high-level physical care needs. 

 Husbands involved in “hands-on” care 24/7

 Minimal care packages (average 14 hours per 

week). 

 Precarious health (both spouses)

 Many without children living nearby





Control over timings

“Well, I would then be sort of at their beck and 

call. I would have to stay here and wait until 

whatever time they would want to come to give 

me a shower and help me get up –

I wouldn’t have any choice…. At the moment they 

come – my husband wakes me up about 8 o’clock 

time because it takes me that long to do all my 

medicines and such – with a cup of tea – and then 

my carer comes between quarter to nine and 9 

o’clock. That is ideal for me”  



As we decide when... 

“Babs usually gets up about 9ish – I go 

in about nine and – bathroom facilities –

she’s about an hour, an hour and-a-

quarter

sometimes,  then she pops back to bed 

for an hour.”





“She will shower me and wash my hair… so will 

Sandra … and I mean, as they laughingly say, if 

they think you can do this in an hour with you, 

you know… they’re very much mistaken. And 

then I have to have a rest before I get dressed 

because usually I’m worn out, sort of thing just 

having a shower.”

Flexibility over what and when:





Who provides care: the right match
““It might sound silly to you … but the first morning 

that they sent two people, they came into the 

bedroom and I went and stood by the window so I 

was out of their way while they worked. And they put 

the sling under Jill and when they lifted her it caught 

her hip and she went ‘ooh’ you know. And I stepped 

forward to comfort her.  And they said, ‘stand back 

Mr Harvey, we’re doing this’ and it got me 

immediately. And the next morning they came and 

they gave the same attitude…that was what got me 

down…  Up ´til then the lady who came and myself 

had always done it. They then had the idea that I 

couldn’t do it. And I have been doing it and I still do.”



Deciding who: gaining trust

“When she first came. When Julie first came. 

You see I was struggling and I was in a state, 

but she, you know, she did do it…. It took oh, 

three months at least… just to feel

comfortable.” 



Care that promotes... 

 “It is in contact with health and welfare services 

where dignity, identity and independence are 

most threatened.” (1)

 “...All social policy should be evaluated for 

whether it undermines or fosters vulnerable 

people’s social networks.” (2)

 “Health capital seems to be fundamentally about 

how people interact with each other and can 

support each other...Trust, tolerance and safety 

are key factors in health capital.”(3)



And increases resilience...

 A sense of “control and mastery” has a 

proven role in reducing the negative 

effects of caregiving and disability (4)

 While ‘control over the caring’ and 

‘fulfillment’ (Carer Experience Scale) 

predict carers’ welfare (5)

 Resilience is a confluence of individual, 

social, physical and environmental factors 

(6)



But still its hard to describe...

“I can’t put my hand on it. It’s just the 

fact that I just feel happier… I feel so 

much happier” 

“When you’re disabled, 

every small thing is 

important to you.”



Where does direct payments 

support fit in?
 Also intangible but...

◦ “They give you time to think”

◦ “They explain things to me, they make it so 

simple and easy.”

◦ Provide a sense of being accompanied

◦ “I have a direct contact with Independent 

Living… They’re ever so good. I mean, David 

Jones, who comes here occasionally, he’s like a 

bosom friend, he’s – we’re together, you 

know.” 



CHANGING CONTEXT:
DIRECT PAYMENTS 
SUPPORT

Part II



Colossal turnover



Five profiles of DPS (2006)

Fiscal Moderators

Employment 
Managers

Recruitment 
advisors 

Recruitment 
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Enablers



The five profiles of DPS



Lessons from turnover of the 

“generic model” of fiscal moderators
 Suited early implementation but for 

different reasons

 Gained share of the market up until 2011

 Split between LA attracted to this profile: 

◦ Type A  - “Followers”

◦ Type B – “Implementers”

“Partners” “Protectionists” “Cost-controllers”



Lessons from turnover of the 

“recruitment profiles”
 Role of underlying factors: size, structure, 

sustainability plus LA interests

 Employment managers – Unsupported and 
unsustainable. ? Now replaced by home care agencies ?

 Recruitment advisors – larger; well-funded, 
user-led, well connected       SURVIVE and 
ADAPT

 Recruitment advisors – large, CILs -
SURVIVE

 BUT changing trends: online platforms and 
signposting 



Major issues

 Incredibly short contracts

 Impact of turnover on service users

 Relationships with local authorities are 

key – but how do you mantain good 

relationships if LA’s have other interests?

 Explicit and implicit goal: reducing formal 

support hours per direct payment user.

 Individual purchasing of support....



IS INDIVIDUAL 

PURCHASING OF DIRECT 

PAYMENTS/ SELF 

DIRECTED SUPPORT A 

VIABLE MODEL? 

Part III



Impetus for individual purchasing 

of DP/ self-directed support

 Increasing diversity in potential 

purchasers

 Better match to clients’ needs

 Escape poor service, increase competition



Variations in prices and pricing 

strategies: start-up support
 By the hour as “start-up support”

◦ From £14.40 to £30.00

 By the hour – pick and choose model

 FREE initial consultation, or not

◦ Home visit, or “telephone, web-cam or office based”

 Bundled packages with time limit

 Tiered packages with time limit

◦ Level 1 – Up to 5 hours (appprox)

◦ Level II – Up to 10 hours (approx)

 Tiered packages without time limit

◦ “Fast-track” – For people with an identified PA

◦ “Comprehensive”



Pick and choose: wording, predicting 

expenditure, off-putting



Issues 

 Who agrees what level of start-up?

 How is time monitored? Does it include 

non-contact time or travel time? 

Transparency for service users/ viability 

for services.

 To what extent do service users carry the 

risk associated with needing more time?

◦ “Well they have to go back to the social worker...Of 

course, anyone can self-fund additional hours, if that’s 

what they want.”



Support planning

 Either hourly rate or as a package

 From £20 to £33 per hour

 From £50 to £378 as a package 

(non-user group specific)

 BUT, few offer support planning...



Lists of “recommended 

providers”

 Who really decides?

 Can you get hold of them?

◦ “Our apologies, we are currently experiencing a 

high-call volume. Please leave a message.”

 Do they actually offer the services 

advertised?

◦ “We were wrongly listed. You’ll need to speak to 

our Director.”



Ongoing support

 Explicit packages of ongoing support  

unavailable in some areas

 Where available, mostly bundled packages 

according to need (typically from long-

standing providers):

◦ Low level – 5 hrs/yr = £40.00 per hour

◦ Medium-level – 16 hrs/yr = £38.00 per hour

◦ High-level – 36 hrs/yr = £38.00 per hour

 BUT some offer simpler, price per week

◦ (£14, but £30-£150 in rural Scotland)



Extras

 CRB checks usually outside start-up 

package 

 Payroll seperated from ongoing support 

packages

◦ (An extra £4.00 to £15.00 per month)



Missing services

 PA employment management

 “Appointeeships”

 Agency brokerage... sometimes termed 

managed budget?

 Support planning

 Emergency support

 Review



Employment management: when 

available, who decides, who pays?



Losses vs. Gains: How does DP 

support operate when funded block 

funded?

 Bulk of client base ongoing

 Most client activity with ongoing clients 

(60:40) – around 90% of direct contact

 Per quarter year, direct contact with 50-

60% of clients, often repeated

 Spreads/ pools risk – responds according 

to need

 Builds trust and relationships with users



Which support is most 

frequently required?

 Most direct support categorised as:

◦ Financial management support

◦ Start-up support

◦ Assistance with PA management

◦ Recruitment support



Block contract: low, medium, 

high level use of service
 Clusters of service use

◦ Cluster 1 – 58% of clients – 5 mins

◦ Cluster 2 – 19% of clients – 1.25 hours

◦ Cluster 3 – 14% of clients – 4.25 hours

◦ Cluster 4 – 8% of clients – 12 hours

◦ Cluster 5 – 1% of clients – 39 hours

NOTE: This includes ALL staff time, direct and indirect. Higher level 
clusters include a lot of liaison work and “client-related processing”



The way forward

 Guidance on accessible wording

 Scrutinise the fairness and sustainabilty of 

pricing strctures

 Evaluate the impact on uptake of direct 

payments, and how they are used

 Reappraise the value of a single point of 

contact whilst allowing for flexibilty

 Examine the wider benefits



“Help to produce better outcomes for 
individuals and local councils” (DH 2003)

“Foundation of the provision of DP” (CSCI 
2004)

“A strong support network that is well-
funded and enabled could provide a 
mechanism to overcome many of the 
potential negatives of a self-directed system… 
by working collectively and pooling 
information along with councils, regulators 
and other agencies to support decision-
making” (GLA Economics 2008)



The personal assistant market

Source: National Audit Office (2016) Personalised Commissioning in Adult Social Care. London 

National Audit Office, p. 43.



Self funders



A future model of support



The “economic case” for self-directed 

care hubs. Who benefits? What is the 

value of good support?

 Service users

 Unpaid carers

 Personal assistants

 Home agencies

 Local authorities

 Employment inusurance agenices 

 NHS
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Executive summary of my thesis online:
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